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Called “a huge achievement” by The Oregonian and “one of the most exciting developments of the arts 
season” by Oregon ArtsWatch, The Canticle of the Black Madonna tells the timely story of an American 
soldier returning from Afghanistan to his wife in Louisiana during the 2010 Gulf Oil Spill. Together, they 
face the challenges of his post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and her struggles to maintain the family 
business. Through a rich combination of modern and ancient music, The Canticle ultimately reveals the 
healing power of love, represented by the Black Madonna, which transforms them both forever and 
touches all who witness it.

“The Canticle of the Black Madonna is that very special kind of art that genuinely helps people 
who have fallen into desperate isolation. It grabs you and says, ‘You’re not alone; you’re not 
misunderstood after all; there’s still hope.’ This is the kind of art that saved my life.”

-Sean Davis, U.S. Army Infantry, Purple Heart Recipient

“The Canticle of the Black Madonna is an inspiration whether you are a veteran, related to one,  
or you are of the general community. There are many things to learn, and many wounds to heal,  
and The Canticle is a deeply touching vehicle of that communication and healing.”     
-OpEd News 

“In my career as a professional opera singer, I have premiered countless new works, but none has 
moved me so deeply as The Canticle of the Black Madonna. This important story of extreme loss 
and profound love is both timely and timeless. I applaud every note of this opera.”

-Pamela South, Grammy award-winning soprano

“The Canticle of the Black Madonna opened my heart and brought new healing 
to me, 44 years after I returned from Vietnam. This is a gift that should be 
shared with the world.”

-Bill Ritch, Silver Star recipient, former West Point instructor

“Generous, carefully crafted and supremely compassionate... Contemporary 
opera is alive in Oregon, and not just that, it’s vital, addressing contemporary 
issues with determination and compassion.”      
-The Oregonian
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A house in coastal Louisiana. Summer 2010.

Approximately two hours

The entire story takes place in and around a house in coastal Louisiana and does not require set changes. 
“Timeless” costumes are required for the Black Madonna, Angels, and Chorus, but Adam and Mara wear mainly 
simple casual clothing apart from one sequence where Adam appears in uniform. In the 2014 professional world 
premiere, real-life veterans were cast as supernumeraries to portray Adam’s six fallen soldiers. In the workshop 
staging in 2013, they were portrayed by choristers. The chorus may be lightly staged or planted in a stationary 
position throughout the opera.

The Canticle of the Black Madonna is the property of the composer, Ethan Gans-Morse.
For video trailers, audio/video recordings of the work, and all inquiries, please contact:

  Ethan Gans-Morse 541-778-1211 • ethan@animamundiproductions.com

• Adam (baritone), a US Army veteran recently returned from Afghanistan and facing the challenges of marriage 
and civilian life as he struggles with PTSD.

• Mara (soprano), Adam’s wife. She has been managing their family’s oyster farm in his absence. Now she’s 
dealing with Adam’s PTSD and the 2010 Gulf Oil spill. 

• The Black Madonna (contralto), an apparition of pure mother love who appears to Mara and Adam in dreams 
and visions. She could be interpreted as a spiritual, psychological, or allegorical force of healing who appears 
when all hope is lost. 

• Female Angel (soprano) and Male Angel (tenor) who serve as intermediaries between the stage action and the 
Black Madonna.

• Chorus, a lightly staged SATB choir that comments on the action in the style of a Greek Chorus.  
8 strong singers minimum. 16 preferred. 24-32 ideal.

• Chamber Orchestra: Flute, Oboe/Eng Hn., Clarinet, Horn, 2 Trombones (tenor & bass), Harp,  
Percussion (2 players), Chamber Strings (1 per part possible, 43321 preferred).


